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October 31, 2013

Dear Friends:

In 2013, I pledged to help close the wage gap between working men and women in Boston, 
as part of my efforts to make Boston the premier city for working women. This pledge is 
inspired by what we all know to be true: when Boston’s women thrive, our city thrives - our 
employers are able to find the talent they need to excel, our many colleges and universities 
are dynamic and diverse, families are well cared for, and neighborhoods are active and 
communities are connected.

The persistent wage gap between working men and women presents an impediment to 
women’s success, and thus of our great city. When women are undervalued and underpaid, 
it is harder for them to care for their families, pay off student loans and save for retirement. 
Women’s choices and futures become limited, ultimately limiting the success and growth of 
our businesses and institutions.

I am proud of the tremendous advancements this city has made in my lifetime. Boston has 
broken down racial barriers and overcome the tragedy of segregation, and our state was 
the first in the nation to legalize gay marriage. Boston could now be the first major city to 
achieve pay equity. It will take employers working together, adopting proven interventions 
and inventing new ones.

I am grateful to the Women’s Workforce Council for their leadership on pay equity. And I am 
excited about the recommendations outlined in this report and the opportunities Boston has 
to close the wage gap. Together, we’ve come so far. In 2013, it is time that we take this next 
great leap.
 

Sincerely,

Thomas M. Menino
Mayor of Boston



October 31, 2013

Dear Fellow Bostonians:

When Mayor Menino declared 2013 to be the year of the woman in Boston, I know many of us were 
thrilled with the recognition of the stubborn issues that have faced women in the workforce. Whether 
in a white collar or blue collar job; armed with post high school education or not, or caring for children 
or others or not, women live with the fact that they are not paid as well as men.  Some of this is the 
result of choices women make, such as careers or education; some of it involves the environment in 
which they live, which may or may not have affordable child care, housing or transportation. But 
some of it also involves the culture of the workplace. Getting to the heart of this workplace issue 
is something that would benefit not just women, but the businesses that employ them. Businesses 
thrive when they engage and benefit from 100% of the talent they employ, and that means solving the 
question of why women do not progress as expected and why they are not paid as well as men. Simply 
put, if women thrive, businesses thrive. And that also means that if women thrive, Boston thrives, so 
solving this problem is important for everyone.

It is this basic business conundrum that we have focused hard on in the Council’s work. Our first 
effort was to compile all of the relevant data on the issues, and document what research has taught 
us about what interventions work in addressing the wage gap. Then we set out to write a new Boston 
Compact that would bring business and government to the table to recognize the importance of this 
issue, address it in ways that make sense for each business, and report on progress. We believe that 
the timing for this effort was perfect. Employers recognize the importance of attracting and retaining 
their terrific women workers and are frustrated by the often unintentional aspects of the workplace 
that prevent them from doing so.

We were right-and the thirty-five businesses and educational institutions that are the initial 
signatories of the Compact are testimony to this. We are pleased and proud that this effort has 
struck such a responsive chord in the Boston area. It has been an effort to which all the members of 
the Council have contributed greatly, with their insights, their research and their convening and 
persuading skills. We were most ably supported by the Mayor’s Office, especially Katharine Lusk, 
Marie Turley and Ashley Freeland. 

But most of all it was the leadership of Mayor Menino that brought this Compact to fruition and we are 
immensely grateful to him for giving us the opportunity to make such progress. Going forward, we are 
convinced that Boston will be seen as the best place in the US for working women and that will be a 
lasting legacy of this Mayor.

Sincerely,

 

Cathy E. Minehan
Dean, Simmons College School of Management
Chair, Boston Women’s Workforce Council

LETTER FROm CAThy E. mINEhAN ON BEhALF OF ThE WOmEN’S WORkFORCE COUNCIL



WoMen’s WoRKFoRCe CoUnCIL
The Women’s Workforce Council was established by Mayor Thomas M. Menino on April 9th, 2013— known 
nationwide as Equal Pay Day. The day marks how far into 2013 women need to work to earn what men 
earned in 2012. The first of its kind in the country, the Council’s mission is to help transform Boston into 
the best city in the country for working women. 

Members of the Council represent the financial, engineering, medical, law, technology and retail sectors, 
and include small business owners, entrepreneurs, senior executives, as well as academic, labor and 
nonprofit leaders. 

The Council’s first priority was to identify new and creative ways to help close the wage gap between 
working men and women, helping Boston become the first major city to achieve pay equity. This report 

outlines the Council’s recommendations to employers throughout the city and across the region.

          Cathy E. MinEhan  Dean of the school of Management, simmons College (Chair)

          triCia adaMs  Co-owner, Marla’s obsessions 

          ruth BraMson  Ceo, girl scouts of eastern Massachusetts

          ViCtoria a. Budson  executive Director, Women and public policy program, Harvard Kennedy school

          ElizaBEth hoEnsChEid  Ceo, top it off

          dr. Paula a. Johnson  Chief, Division of Women’s Health, brigham & Women’s Hospital; 

                     executive Director, Connors Center for Women’s Health and gender biology

          trish KartEr  Ceo, Lighteffect Farms 

          zoriCa PantiC  president, Wentworth Institute of technology 

          KElly PEllagrini  Co-Founder, Charlestown nursery school 

          alison a. QuirK  eVp, Chief of Human Resources and Corporate Citizenship, state street

          Priti rao  executive Director, Massachusetts Women’s political Caucus

          MiCho sPring  president  new england, Weber shandwick 

          JEnnifEr sPringEr  general Counsel, seIU Local 888 and eVp-at-Large, Mass aFL-CIo

          raQuEl WEBstEr  senior Counsel, national grid 

          BEth WilliaMs  Ceo and president, Roxbury technology Corp. 

          WEndy zinn  executive Director, Huntington avenue YMCa
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IntRoDUCtIon
WoMEn arE a driVing forCE BEhind Boston’s EConoMy and its thriVing nEighBorhoods. Boston is a 
majority— women city, with 52% female residents and more young women per capita than any other major 
city in the country. Almost one fifth of our residents are young women between the ages of 20 and 34. 
Nearly half of households with school age children are headed by single women.

But today, WoMEn in Boston ContinuE to BE undErPaid rElatiVE to thEir MalE PEErs. In 2011, female 
residents working full-time earned 83 cents for every dollar earned by male residents. And women who 
work in Boston, whether they live here or in surrounding suburbs, earned 85 cents for every dollar earned 
by working men. Some of the gap may be explained by gender differences in work experience or industry. 
But after accounting for these differences in human capital, working women in Boston may still be earning 
an estimated 93 cents on the dollar. 

this inEQuity has dirECt ConsEQuEnCEs for Boston’s laBor MarKEt. It makes it harder to attract and retain 
talent and get the most out of half the labor pool. It is also an indicator of other underlying problems— 
including a continued shortage of women pursuing high paying, high value careers in science, technology, 
engineering and math. 

it is a CoMMonly hEld MisConCEPtion that WoMEn Earn lEss than MEn ExClusiVEly BECausE of PErsonal lifE 

ChoiCEs. Many women do select a college major or career track that may be less lucrative, take time off to 
have children, or work fewer hours. But the wage gap persists despite the fact that the Boston region boasts 
the best educated female population of any city in the country. And nationwide studies that control for 
these and other differences between working men and women demonstrate a persistent pay gap. The entire 
gap simply cannot be explained away. There is also ample evidence to suggest that not all “choices” can 
truly be defined as such.  

unConsCious, PErsistEnt Bias toWard WoMEn May undErMinE thEM at Many stagEs of thEir CarEErs, 

whether during the selection of a major or career track, during the hiring process or as they advance up the 
ranks of an organization. Studies have shown that the skills of male employees tend to be overvalued, while 
women – particularly mothers – are undervalued.  The absence of female role models also perpetuates false 
beliefs about women’s aptitude, whether in specific fields or as leaders.

WhilE this rEPort Cannot sErVE as a roadMaP for EVEry Boston arEa EMPloyEr, it is MEant to insPirE 

frEsh thinKing, ProMPt introsPECtion and BE a Catalyst for PositiVE ChangE. It seeks to shed light on 
pay inequity in Boston, explains some of the root causes and offers remedies employers and educators can 
employ to narrow the wage gap. Collectively, there are tangible steps that can help close the gap between 
working men and women. For employers, these steps go beyond noble gestures. They can contribute to 
lower turnover, higher employee satisfaction and a robust pipeline of talent for many years to come. 
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WoMen In boston
Boston’s women are a truly unique asset. The hub has the highest proportion of young women and the 
highest proportion of highly educated women of any city in the country. And women generally make up a 
dominant share of employees at Boston’s largest industries. Nevertheless, Boston is leaving untapped some of 
the incredible potential of this population.

A Remarkable Asset
WoMEn outnuMBEr MEn. Women make up 52% of 
the resident population1 and 51% of the working 
population in Boston.2

Boston Boasts thE largEst ProPortion of young 

WoMEn of any MaJor City: 18% of all residents are 
women between the ages of 20 and 34. This is a 
higher proportion than any of the top twenty-
five most populous cities in the country where, 
on average, just 13% of residents fall into this age 
cohort.3

The Boston region has the BEst EduCatEd 

fEMalE PoPulation in thE Country, claiming 
a considerably higher proportion of college-
educated women between the ages of 25 and 64 
than any other metro area. And nearly 60% of 
young women in the Greater Boston region have a 
bachelor’s degree.i

In addition, women in the City of Boston are twice 
as likely to have a graduate degree as women in 
the rest of country. 19.9% have a graduate degree, 
compared to 10.1% of women nationwide.4

and WoMEn doMinatE soME of Boston’s largEst 

industriEs. Healthcare, Finance and Insurance, 
and Higher Education make up Boston’s largest 
industries.5  Women account for 68% of employees 
in Healthcare and 43% of employees in Finance 
and Insurance. While numbers for higher 
education are more difficult to ascertain, women 
occupy 59% of jobs in the Education industry in 
Boston.6

1 2010 Us Census
2 2010 Us Census
3 2010 Us Census
[http://www.bostonredevelopmentauthority.org/pdf/Researchpublications//2012%20
boston%20by%20the%20numbers-%20Women.pdf] 
4 boston Redevelopment authority Research Division, 
“boston by the numbers: Women,” 2012.
[http://www.bostonredevelopmentauthority.org/pdf/Researchpublications//2012%20
boston%20by%20the%20numbers-%20Women.pdf]

5 boston Redevelopment authority Research Division, 
“2013 economy Report” 
http://www.bostonredevelopmentauthority.org/pDF/Researchpublications/economy%20
Report%202013-FInaL.pdf 
6 numbers noted apply to all Massachusetts residents who work in boston. american 
Community survey 2011, public Use Microdata sample (pUMs), bRa Research Division 
analysis

A Remarkable Asset / WOmEN IN BOSTON 
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Untapped Potential
WhilE WoMEn doMinatE soME of Boston’s 

industriEs, thEy rEMain ConsistEntly 

undErrEPrEsEntEd in CErtain oCCuPations. Of 
the ten highest paid occupations in Boston, 
women either dominate or have achieved 
equal representation in just three – education; 
healthcare practitioners and technicians; and life, 
physical and social sciences occupations. They 
have achieved pay equity in just one – computer 
and math-related occupations – where they make 
up less than a quarter of the local workforce.7

Boston has fewer women-owned private 

BusinEssEs than othEr MaJor CitiEs. Boston ranks 
just thirty-first out of the fifty largest cities in 
the country in the proportion of women-owned 
businesses. Fewer than 30% of privately held 
businesses are owned by women.8

women-owned Businesses are growing more 

sloWly in this rEgion than in othEr arEas of 

thE Country. Over the last ten years, fewer new 
women-owned businesses have opened and those 
that already existed have grown more slowly than 
other metropolitan areas. The Boston metropolitan 
area ranks just nineteen out of twenty-five in 
terms of growth in the number and revenue of 
women-owned firms.ii  While financing may not 
be the only underlying challenge, recent research 
suggests that the local venture capital community 
could do more to support women entrepreneurs.iii

WorKing WoMEn in Boston arE MorE liKEly than 

men to work part-time. 34% of women employed 
in Boston worked fewer than thirty-five hours 
in a week, compared to 24% of men.9  It is 
important to highlight that this distinction does 
not explain Boston’s wage gap, which is based 
only on median earnings of full time workers. 
It may, however, suggest a preference among 
women for more flexible work schedules. It could 
also be an indication that women in Boston are 
underemployed.  

WoMEn ContinuE to BE undErrEPrEsEntEd in sEnior 

and Board lEVEl Positions. In Massachusetts, 
women occupy just 12.7% of board seats and just 
under 10% of executive officer positions.iv They 
also account for 35% of board positions and 20% 
of chief executives at MA nonprofits, including 
hospitals and academic institutions.v

7 numbers noted apply to all Massachusetts residents who work in boston. american 
Community survey 2011, public Use Microdata sample (pUMs), bRa Research Division 
analysis. analysis based on mean salary for each occupation category. 

8 2007 Us Census, survey of business owners 
9 Us Census bureau, american Community survey, boston City, 2011.

Untapped Potential / WOmEN IN BOSTON 
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UnDeRstanDIng tHe Wage gap
National Gap
nationWidE, WoMEn WorKing full tiME Earn 77 

CEnts for EVEry dollar EarnEd By a Man.10 Some of 
this gap can be explained by differences in career 
and life choices made by working men and women. 
Women tend to concentrate in lower wage jobs. 
They are also less likely than men to major in or 
pursue more lucrative careers, like those offered by 
science, technology, engineering or mathematics 
(STEM) fields. And women are more likely to take 
time off when they have children or work part 
time, which may contribute to fewer years of 
work experience. However, these “human capital” 
factors tend to account for only a portion of the 
gap in pay. 

if WorKing WoMEn had ExaCtly thE saME 

CharaCtEristiCs and ExPEriEnCEs as WorKing MEn, 

thEy Would still BE Earning 91 CEnts for EVEry 

dollar EarnEd By a Man. A 2007 study of wages 
nationwide found that some of the wage gap could 
be explained by differences in human capital, 
including occupation, industry, work experience, 
union status, and educational attainment. But even 
after accounting for these factors, 41% of the wage 
gap remained.vi Why?  

WoMEn ContinuE to EnCountEr iMPliCit Bias and 

disCriMination in thE WorKPlaCE. Women are less 
likely than comparable male candidates to be 
granted interviews, particularly in fields where 
they are underrepresented.vii And women who 
violate gender norms – whether by pursuing male 
dominated professionsviii or negotiating for a 
salaryix— may experience bias from hiring 

managers. Yet male-dominated fields continue to 
be some of the most financially rewarding.11

In areas where they continue to be underrepresented, 
such as STEM, women and girls are perceived as 
having less aptitude. This false perception creates 
“stereotype threat.” Females avoid certain fields 
– whether in high school, college or as a career – 
because they fear failing and reinforcing a negative 
stereotype.x  

WoMEn ContinuE to sErVE as PriMary CarEgiVErs 

at hoME, But faCE a “MothErhood PEnalty” in thE 

WorKPlaCE. Mothers are less likely to be hired, 
considered less competent and paid less than non-
mothers.xi Most mothers who leave the work force 
to care for children wish their employer had offered 
more flexible options to help them manage family 
and work.xii 

WoMEn ContinuE to BE undErrEPrEsEntEd in 

sEnior ExECutiVE and tEnurEd Positions. The 
shortage of women at senior levels— whether in 
academia, nonprofits or private employment— 
contributes to the aggregate wage gap, but may 
also adversely impact the pipeline of female talent. 
The absence of role models may serve as a signal 
that certain industries are unreceptive to women, 
while contributing to the belief that women 
have fewer leadership qualities.xiii The number of 
senior women is also positively correlated with 
the retention of junior women.xiv Too few women 
leaders today beget too few leaders tomorrow. 

10 based on 2011 median annual earnings of male and female full-time workers. the gender 
wage gap is often expressed by an “earnings ratio”, which is women’s median earnings 
divided by men’s median earnings. the actual gap = 1-earnings ratio.

11 Men make up the majority of workers in seven of the ten highest paid professions in boston.  
source: american Community survey, 2011. 

National Gap / UNDERSTANDING ThE WAGE GAP
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Sector Specific Gaps
In three recent studies, researchers examined the earnings of men and women in relatively homogeneous 
populations. Here too, between one-third and one-half of the wage gap could not be explained by any 
differences between working men and women – other than gender.

rECEnt fEMalE CollEgE graduatEs Earn lEss 

than thEir MalE ClassMatEs. Women one year 
out of college earned 82% of the median full-
time earnings of their male classmates. When 
the authors controlled for many factors  that may 
explain the wage gap, they found that young 
women were still only making 93 cents for every 
dollar earned by male classmates with the same 
characteristics and experience. 39% of the wage 
gap could not be explained by any factor other 
than gender.  

fEMalE PhysiCians Earn lEss than CoMParaBlE 

MalE PhysiCians. A 2012 studied examined 
the wages of 800 mid-career male and female 
physicians. All worked at academic institutions 
and had been awarded prestigious funding grants. 
On average, women physicians were earning 84% 
of the pay garnered by male peers, equivalent to 
a nearly $33,000 pay deficit. When the authors 
controlled for multiple variables  that could help 
explain the gap in pay, they found that men out-
earned women by over $13,000. 37.4% of the wage 
gap could not be explained by any factor other 
than gender.  

WoMEn ExECutiVEs arE CoMPEnsatEd lEss than 

thEir MalE CollEaguEs. A study of senior executive 
compensation at over 800 public companies found 
that women executives earned roughly 70% of 
the total compensation of their male peers. Some 
of this gap was explained by the fact that women 
tended to be in lower level executive positions 
and managing smaller companies than men. After 
controlling for variables that could contribute to 
a pay discrepancy,   the authors estimated that 
women executives made 16% less than men. In 
this case, nearly half (47%) of the wage gap was 
due to gender. When the authors only looked at 
firms that included at least one female executive, 
and controlled for all the same variables along 
with age and tenure of the employee, they found 
that women were still earning roughly 13% less 
than their male colleagues.   

12 Variables included occupation, sector, hours worked, months unemployed since 
graduation, gpa, major, institution selectivity, age, region, and marital status
13 Variables included age, race, marital status, parental status, level, specialty, employer 
type, publications, hours worked, research time, and region

14 Variables included firm size and performance, level, and proportion of women on the 
compensation committee

Sector Specific Gaps / UNDERSTANDING ThE WAGE GAP
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Boston’s Wage Gap
Boston’s gender wage gap varies significantly across racial and demographic groups, as well as by industry 
and occupation.  

Local and Regional Wage Ratio 
in 2011, WorKing fEMalE rEsidEnts of Boston 

EarnEd 83% of thE Earnings of WorKing MalE 

rEsidEnts in Boston. This gap translates to an 
annual difference of almost $10,000 in median 
pay. Over the last seven years, the gap has 
persisted, even while fluctuating from 7% 
to 17%.15  

With thE ExCEPtion of 2011, thE gEndEr 

WagE gaP has BEEn ConsistEntly WidEr for 

WoMEn Who WorK in Boston But liVE in thE 

rEgion than for WoMEn Who WorK and liVE 

in Boston.16 In 2011, women who worked in 
Boston earned 85% of the income of men who 
worked in Boston, while in prior years the 
wage gap ranged from 11% to 19%.

WoMEn WorKErs ExPEriEnCE an EstiMatEd 

lifEtiME Earnings loss of MorE than $155,000, 

aftEr aCCounting for PotEntial diffErEnCEs 

in huMan CaPital.17  This estimated ‘penalty’ 
for being a working woman rather than a 
working man in Boston fails to account for 
missed compounded growth of savings, 
investments and retirement funds. 

Wage Ratio Among Cohorts
youngEr WoMEn in thE rEgion ExPEriEnCE 

a narroWEr WagE gaP than oldEr WoMEn.18 
Women under the age of 24 do not experience 
a gap between their median pay and that of 
men in the same age group. However, after the 
age of 24, the gap widens from 13% for 25-34 
year olds to 46% for women over 65.

highEr lEVEls of EduCation do not aCCruE to 

a narroWEr WagE gaP.19 As working women 
in Boston achieve higher levels of education, 
the gap between their pay and that of men 
with the same education generally widens. 
An undergraduate degree earner makes 75% 
of the median pay of a male college graduate. 
A woman with a professional degree, such 
as an MBA, earns even less – just 70% of the 
income of a male with a professional degree. 
If that ratio remained constant, a woman 
with a professional degree would earn $1.5 
million less over a forty year career.20 Women 
with PhDs appear to buck the trend, earning 
96% of the income of male PhDs. And women 
with Associates degrees out-earn men with 
Associate’s degrees in Boston.

15 numbers noted apply to boston residents. source: Years 2005 through 2011, american 
Community survey, 1-Year estimate. Median earnings for the Full-time Year Round Civilian 
employed population 16 years and over
16 numbers noted apply to all Massachusetts residents who work in boston source: 
american Community survey, 1-Year estimates, Median income of full-time workers. public 
Use Microdata sample (pUMs), bRa Research Division analysis
17 assumes an unexplained gender wage gap of 41% over a 40 year career. as per blau 
(2007), a given female worker in the U.s. earns 41% less relative to a male worker, even 
after controlling for differences in occupation, industry, work experience, union status, and 

educational attainment. the estimate noted here does not account for differences between 
working women and men nationwide and working women and men in the boston region. 
18 numbers noted apply to all Massachusetts residents who work in boston. source: 
american Community survey 2011, public Use Microdata sample (pUMs), bRa Research 
Division analysis. Income of Full-time Workers employed by age.
19 Ibid,. Income by education
20 based on 70% median wage ratio for full-time workers with a professional degree who 
live in Ma and work in boston. In 2011, full-time working women with a professional degree 
earned a median income of $85,000 and men earned $121,450.

Boston’s Wage Gap / UNDERSTANDING ThE WAGE GAP
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Boston’s Wage Gap (Continued)
 

Minority WoMEn faCE a WidEr gaP than WhitE 

WoMEn.21 Black and African-American women 
make 56% of the income of white men, while 
Hispanic or Latina women earn just 44%. 
Asian women do slightly better, earning 67% 
of the median income of white men. 

natiVE Born WoMEn also faCE a signifiCantly 

WidEr gaP.22 Native born women earn 79% of 
the income of native born men, while foreign 
born women make just 60% relative to native 
born men. Foreign born women do tend to 
earn the same as foreign born men, having 
achieved 99% pay parity. 

21 numbers noted apply to all Massachusetts residents who work in boston. source: 
american Community survey 2011, public Use Microdata sample (pUMs), bRa Research 
Division analysis. Income of Full-time Workers employed by Race

22 Ibid., Income by birth status

Boston’s Wage Gap / UNDERSTANDING ThE WAGE GAP
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Boston’s Wage Gap (Continued)
 

Wage Ratio by Occupation 
thE WagE gaP VariEs signifiCantly By oCCuPation in Boston. Among twenty-two different 
occupations tracked by the US Census Bureau, women have achieved pay parity in just four. Among 
the remaining occupations, the gap ranges from 49% to 4%. 
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Boston’s Wage Gap (Continued)
 

EVEn in oCCuPations WhErE WoMEn MaKE uP thE MaJority of EMPloyEEs, a WagE gaP PErsists. 
Healthcare, a dominant Boston industry, provides one such example. In healthcare support 
occupations, women make up nearly 90% of employees, yet earn 51% of the income earned by 
their male peers. Women also dominate among healthcare practitioners and technicians, but 
earn just 75 cents for every dollar earned by men in the field.23   

WoMEn WorKing in Boston tEnd to BE ClustErEd in loWEr Paying oCCuPations.24 Men outnumber 
women in seven of the ten highest paid occupations in Boston, whether measured by mean or 
median annual pay. In three of the top ten, men make up more than 75% of the employee base. 
Employees in women-dominated occupations earn an average of $62,500 annually, regardless of 
employee gender, while employees in male-dominated professions earn $70,500 a year on average. 

23 numbers noted apply to all Massachusetts residents who work in boston. source: 
american Community survey 2011, public Use Microdata sample (pUMs), bRa Research 
Division analysis. Income of Full-time Workers employed by occupation.

24 Ibid.

Boston’s Wage Gap / UNDERSTANDING ThE WAGE GAP
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UnDeRstanDIng tHe IMpaCt
Professional Impacts 
The gender wage gap has broad implications in the workplace. The underlying causes of the gap limit the 
talent pool and make it harder for employers to hire and advance the best candidates. Conversely, pay fairness 
has been shown to improve employee productivity and engagement, as well as lower turnover.  

talEnt Pool  Every employer wants to ensure they 
are enlisting and retaining the best and brightest 
talent. But the barriers that preclude more women 
from majoring in and entering high paying fields— 
including unconscious bias, stereotype threat 
or discrimination— limit the pool of prospective 
candidates. 

hiring  In some fields, particularly those that have 
historically been male-dominated, implicit and 
explicit bias against women persists. This limits 
the prospective talent brought in for interviews, 
and adversely impacts hiring decisions. Optimal 
hiring processes, including those that use 
gender-blind screening, diverse evaluators or a 
comparative review of a candidate pool – rather 
than individual candidates – both draw in and 
filter out the best applicants.

ProduCtiVity  Equitable pay can contribute to the 
belief that an employer is fair, which in turn has 
been to shown to improve worker performance 
and morale.xviii   

rEtEntion  Employees who believe they are 
fairly paid report being more engaged than those 
who feel they’re underpaid. They also say they 
are significantly less likely to quit.xix Retaining 
female management may also make it easier to 
retain other female employees. An increase in the 
proportion of women at senior levels has been 
shown to lower the likelihood that junior women 
exit a firm.xx

adVanCEMEnt  Nonexistent or poorly designed 
performance review processes encourage 
managers to rely on stereotypes and personal 
preferences. This makes it less likely that the best 
performing employees, regardless of gender, are 
able to advance. Optimal performance evaluation 
processes can be designed to ensure the best 
candidate is given the opportunity to advance. 
For example, pooled evaluation of employees can 
reduce unconscious bias by ensuring employees 
are evaluated against the same set of criteria and 
against one another. 

Professional Impacts / UNDERSTANDING ThE ImPACT
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UnDeRstanDIng tHe IMpaCt
Personal Impacts 
over the Course of a forty year Career, a woman working fuLL-time in Boston earns an estimated $380,000 

lEss than a Man.25 This wage deficit makes it more difficult for women to pay off college loans, save for 
retirement and support their families. It also translates to less spending power.

CollEgE loan dEBt   On average, men and women 
who choose to go to college accrue the same 
amount of student debt. But because women now 
attend college at higher rates than men, young 
women are more likely to carry student debt. 
And because women earn less, even shortly after 
college, their student loan payments represent 
a larger portion of their earnings, leaving less 
money for other expenses.xxi

famiLy weLL-Being   In Boston, nearly 45% of 
households with children under the age of 18 are 
headed by a single female.26 Because of the wage 
gap, they – along with dual income households – 
face a deficit in earning power that makes it more 
difficult to adequately care for themselves and 
their families. 

sPEnding PoWEr   Women in the U.S. control an 
estimated 73% of household spending.xxii But when 
they’re paid less and bear a larger student debt 
burden than men, single women and dual income 
earners have less disposable income. Closing the 
wage gap would contribute to increased spending 
power for the most significant buyer cohort.

rEtirEMEnt saVings   Because women tend to 
live longer than men, lower wages during their 
working years have an even greater impact on 
their well-being in retirement. Women over the 
age of 65 are nearly twice as likely to be poor 
than men of the same agexxiii and 56% of Medicaid 
recipients are women.xxiv In 2011, the average 
Social Security benefit for women over 65 was 
roughly $12,700, compared to $16,700 for men of 
the same age.xxv 

25 based on 85% median wage ratio for full-time workers who live in Ma and work in boston. 
In 2011, full-time working women earned a median income of $52,000 and men earned 
$61,500. 

26 boston Redevelopment authority Research Division, “boston by the numbers: Women,” 
2012.  [http://www.bostonredevelopmentauthority.org/pdf/Researchpublications//2012%20
boston%20by%20the%20numbers-%20Women.pdf]

Personal Impacts / UNDERSTANDING ThE ImPACT
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eMpLoYIng sUCCessFUL soLUtIons
Summary 

Summary / EmPLOyING SUCCESSFUL SOLUTIONS

Primary Obstacles 
Research into the gender wage gap reveals the specific hurdles women face, whether in school or 
in the workplace. Some diminish human capital, while others limit women’s opportunities and 
advancement. 

Solutions 
The wage gap need not persist. But the solutions will not lie in legislation alone. There are many 
remedies available to employers and institutions of higher learning that enable them to close the 
gender wage gap while establishing a robust pipeline of talent, retaining and better supporting 
women employees, and improving employee productivity. 

Women are 
underrepresented 

in high paying 
majors and 

degrees and 
overrepresented 

in low paying 
ones.

higher Ed 
Segregation

• Unconscious bias
• Stereotype threat
• Few role models

Women are 
clustered in low 
paying jobs and 

sectors.

Occupational 
Segregation

• Unconscious bias
• Stereotype threat
• Discrimination
• Few role models

Female 
entrepreneurs 
earn less and 
receive less 

funding support 
relative to male 
entrepreneurs.

Entrepreneur 
Bias

• Unconscious bias
• Discrimination
• Network barriers

Female job 
applicants are 
less likely to 

get interviews, 
particularly in 

male dominated 
industries.

Biased hiring

• Unconscious bias
• “Taste preference”

Women are less 
likely to negotiate 

for starting salaries 
or ask for a raise or 

promotion.

Negotiating 
Obstacles

• Gendered social 
   penalties
• Unconscious bias

Women are paid 
less than men in 
industries with 

greater ambiguity 
around pay.

Lack of Wage 
Transparency

• Information 
   asymmetries
• Lower wage 
   expectations and 
   lower benchmarks

Men are 
promoted on 

future potential 
while women are 
promoted on past 

performance.

Inequitable 
Performance 

Evaluation

• Unconscious bias
• Gender stereotyping
• Separate 
   evaluations

Working mothers 
are undervalued 
and underpaid 

relative to fathers 
and non-mothers.

motherhood 
Penalty

• Unconscious bias
• Skills 
   depreciation

Women remain 
underrepresented 

in senior levels. 
Women executives 
are paid less than 

male peers.

Limited Senior 
Representation

• Fewer sponsors
• Unconscious bias
• Leaky pipeline of 
   talent

Obstacle

Description

Root Cause

• Enable optimal major
• Enable optimal career 
   path
• Enable entrepreneurship

• Remove bias from hiring processes
• Empower women to negotiate
• Inprove wage transparency

• Design fair performance evaluations
• Improve workplace flexibility
• Increase representation of women at 
   senior levels

Feeding the
Pipeline hiring, Retaining, Promoting
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Thirty-Three Interventions for Employers, Higher Education and Investors 
The following thirty-three interventions have been shown to help close critical gaps in human 
capital or mitigate bias toward women. While no one intervention is a panacea, the broad array of 
remedies provides a flexible tool kit for employers to leverage, based on suitability and relevance to 
their own work environment.     

Summary / EmPLOyING SUCCESSFUL SOLUTIONS
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1. Support initiatives that expose young girls to the STEM fields, as well as finance and law

2. Expose young women to female role models in fields where they are underrepresented

3. Expand STEM introductory college courses 

4. Recruit female faculty into tenure track positions in fields where they are underrepresented   

5. Train faculty to be aware of unconscious gender bias and stereotype threat

6. Evaluate female student perceptions of your industry

7. Create recruiting initiatives for women in underrepresented fields  

8. Support training programs for women in the trades

9. Seek gender diversity among investment partners 

10. Showcase successful women entrepreneurs

11. Design incubators and co-working spaces to support entrepreneurs with families

12. Create an initial applicant screening that is gender-blind 

13. Seek diversity in the applicant pool and evaluate candidates as a pool 

14. Enlist diverse evaluators in hiring

15. Help evaluators and hiring managers overcome bias

16. Evaluate starting salaries for new hires

17. Sponsor negotiations training for high school students, college women and female 

      professionals

18. Conduct regular compensation evaluations for employees of all levels

19. Publish salary ranges by level in accessible formats  

20. Standardize compensation, particularly discretionary compensation such as bonuses 

21. Conduct comparative professional reviews and promotions 

22. Publish and gain commitment for employee performance criteria

30. Provide structural supports to move women up the talent pipeline

31. Actively recruit women to executive level and board positions

32. Include women on senior search committees

33. Achieve equitable gender representation on compensation committees

23. Evaluate causes of attrition among women, including mothers and non-mothers 

24. Offer onsite or subsidized child care

25. Offer child care referral or back up child care services 

26. Offer paid family leave 

27. Create and generate awareness of programs that confer employee schedule control, 

       including flex programs

28. Train managers to manage a flexible workforce 

29. Reorient workplace culture to emphasize results

CollEgE MaJor  

CarEEr Path

EntrEPrEnEurshiP

hiring

nEgotiations 

WagE transParEnCy

PErforManCE 
EValuation

sEnior 
rEPrEsEntation

WorKPlaCE 
flExiBility 

oPPortunitiEs PotEntial solutions 
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Feeding the Pipeline
 

College Major 
ChallEngE: fEMalE studEnts ContinuE to BE undErrEPrEsEntEd in soME of thE highEst Paying 

CollEgE MaJors and assoCiatE dEgrEEs and oVErrEPrEsEntEd in loW Paying onEs. 

     • Women account for just 20% of Bachelor’s degrees in engineering, computer science and physics.xxvi  
        These constitute some of the best paid of all undergraduate majors.xxvii  
     • Even though women make up the majority of those receiving Associates degrees, they account 
        for fewer than 10% of graduates in trades such as construction, mechanics or precision 
        production, and fewer than 30% of engineering, math and computer science graduates.xxviii  

root CausEs: Lack of interest or ability is sometimes cited as the reason too few girls pursue STEM 
fields. But high school girls actually perform as well as or better than boys in math and science, 
and the vast majority of girls say they are interested in STEM (science, technology, engineering and 
mathematics) fields.xxix Evidence suggests unconscious bias and stereotype threat may be the real 
issues that preclude girls from pursuing these fields. 

Studies have revealed unconscious bias on the part of science faculty, both male and female. In 
a controlled experiment, faculty ranked female students as less competent and less deserving 
of mentoring and support than identical male students.xxx And “stereotype threat,” where an 
individual fears her performance will confirm a negative stereotype, has been shown to decrease 
performance and confidence of female students. This makes young women, and minority women in 
particular, reluctant to pursue fields where they have been stereotyped as having less aptitude.xxxi

The shortage of female role models among faculty may also contribute to the belief that certain areas 
of study are not well suited to women. Women continue to be underrepresented in tenure track 
positions in engineering, physical and computer sciences, biology and other life sciences, in spite of 
the significant gain in the share of doctoral degrees conferred on women.xxxii Social and professional 
isolation, whether from a lack of mentors, less work collaboration or fewer work relationships, also 
contributes to attrition among female faculty.xxxiii  

Feeding the Pipeline / EmPLOyING SUCCESSFUL SOLUTIONS

City of Boston: preempting stereotype threat  
In the summer of 2013, Mayor Menino hosted the first Girls MAKE the City event. 

Conceived as a hands on technology festival for middle school girls, girls MaKe the City featured female leaders 
in science, technology and engineering.  

the event was inspired by research showing the importance of exposing young women to high performing 
female role models in fields with few women, as a means to reduce stereotype threat and increase their sense of 
belonging.  

a Change-MaKeR speakers’ panel and interactive workshops provided opportunities for personal interaction. 
Speakers and workshop leaders reflected the diversity of Boston, and included academics and professionals, as 
well as talented college students. 
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Feeding the Pipeline / EmPLOyING SUCCESSFUL SOLUTIONS

suPPort initiatiVEs that ExPosE young girls to thE stEM, finanCE and laW fiElds: The Boston 
Area Girls STEM Collaborative, Science Club for Girls, Girls Who Code, Invest Girls Inc. and 
the American Association of University Women offer programming designed to expose girls 
to industries in which they are underrepresented and inspire them to stay engaged. The most 
effective programs will help young girls understand the positive societal contributions of 
these industries, as research suggests women and girls are most drawn to fields with a clear 
social purpose.xxxiv

ExPosE young WoMEn to fEMalE rolE ModEls in fiElds WhErE thEy arE undErrEPrEsEntEd: 
Contact with successful women in highly competitive fields with few females helps young 
women identify with and aspire to similar roles.  Exposure to high-performing role models 
has been shown to ‘inoculate’ young women against stereotype threat, increase their sense 
of belonging and reduce self-doubt by acting as a signal or cue that women “belong.”xxxv 
Exposure to women in leadership positions, more generally, has also been shown to positively 
influence the aspirations of adolescent girls and their parents. 

ExPand stEM introduCtory CollEgE CoursEs: Access to more introductory courses can increase 
the participation of women and minority students in fields where they are underrepresented. 
Historically black colleges and universities produce a disproportionately high number of 
female physicists, in part by offering introductory courses for students who did not receive the 
necessary foundation in high school but still have an aptitude for or interest in physics.xxxvii 
Vassar offers low income minority students paid scientific research positions before the start 
of their first year, as a way of encouraging them to pursue a science major.xxxviii

rECruit fEMalE faCulty into tEnurE traCK Positions WhErE thEy arE undErrEPrEsEntEd: 
A comparative evaluation model for hiring and promotions enables employers to mitigate the 
risk of gender bias. In this model, a diverse pool of candidates is evaluated as a pool, including 
prospective tenure track hires.xxxix In addition to examining recruiting practices, academic 
institutions will benefit from creating an inclusive workplace culture, improving mentoring 
opportunities, and providing supports for working parents.xl 

train faCulty to BE aWarE of unConsCious gEndEr Bias and stErEotyPE thrEat: Implicit or 
unconscious bias training would have a two-fold benefit: It may improve the number of 
women in these majors and create a positive environment to attract more female faculty. 
Educating students and faculty on stereotype threat has also been shown to help mitigate the 
risk it poses to the advancement of women and minority students.xli

rEMEdiEs for EMPloyErs and EduCators
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Career Path 
ChallEngEs: EVEn WhEn WoMEn sElECt a MorE finanCially rEWarding MaJor or dEgrEE, thEy oftEn 

ClustEr in loWEr Paying sECtors or loWEr Paying JoBs Within high Paying sECtors. oVErall, WoMEn 

also tEnd to BE ConCEntratEd in loW WagE JoBs. This “occupational segregation” accounts for much 
of the wage gap.  

     • BusinEss  Women are no less likely to major in business than men. But one year after college, 
        they are significantly less likely than men to be employed in business or management positions 
        and more likely to be employed in administrative roles.xlii Women MBAs are more likely to start 
        at a lower level than men in their first post-MBA job, even after controlling for experience, 
        industry and region.xliii

     • stEM  Just 26% of women with a STEM-related college degree eventually entered a STEM 
        career.xliv  And women engineers tend to cluster in management and administration, rather than 
        the better rewarded technical roles.xlv  
     • sKillEd tradEs  Women fill less than 2% of higher paying skilled trade jobs.xlvi

     • loW WagE JoBs  Nationwide, two-thirds of the lowest wage workers are women. Women are 
        twice as likely as men to work in occupations that pay poverty wages.xlvii 

Women in Boston make up fewer than half of all employees in the city’s highest paid occupations, 
including technology, architecture, engineering, law, management, and finance.27

root CausEs  Unconscious bias can lead hiring managers to evaluate female candidates differently 
than male candidates with the same qualifications. A dearth of female role models can also act as 
a signal that a particular industry is unreceptive or hostile to women. And stereotype threat may 
compel some women to avoid certain fields.

In part, women may also be avoiding industries or roles where they feel unwelcome.  Apprenticeship 
programs still tend to favor personal connections and predominately male vocational graduates. 
Hostile environments may perpetuate a shortage of women: In one study, 88% of women in the 
construction trades reported being sexually harassed at work.xlviii

Feeding the Pipeline / EmPLOyING SUCCESSFUL SOLUTIONS

27 american Community survey 2011, public Use Microdata sample (pUMs), occupation 
   groups for Men and Women employed full time in boston. bRa Research Division analysis.  
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Evaluate female student perceptions of your industry: Employers interested in attracting the 
best talent could seek to understand perceptions that may preclude women from entering 
particular fields. 

Create recruiting initiatives for women graduates in underrepresented fields: Achieving at 
least 25% women candidates in an applicant pool has been shown to reduce the likelihood 
of unconscious gender bias and stereotyping, thus increasing the likelihood that more 
female candidates are hired.   In some fields, employers will need to actively seek out female 
candidates in order to achieve the threshold.  

Support training programs for women in the trades: Pre-apprenticeships programs 
like Building Pathways help strip away some of the barriers that preclude women from 
participating in apprentice training.  

rEMEdiEs for EMPloyErs

Feeding the Pipeline / EmPLOyING SUCCESSFUL SOLUTIONS
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Entrepreneurship 
ChallEngE: WoMEn EntrEPrEnEurs arE lEss liKEly to taKE a salary than MalE EntrEPrEnEurs, 

and Pay thEMsElVEs lEss WhEn thEy do. This results in a gender wage gap, even among 
the self-employed. Self-employed workers are included in the calculation of the 
pay gap.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                                                              
     • Women entrepreneurs pay themselves last, with 41% taking home a salary compared to 53% of 
        male entrepreneurs.l 
     • Male founders compensate themselves at higher thresholds, taking home $78,000 on average – 
        considerably higher than the $60,000 that women founders pay themselves.li

     • In Boston, women who are self-employed in an incorporated business earn 55% of the earnings 
        of men in the same employment category.28

root CausEs  While no study has yet drawn a causal relationship between entrepreneur pay and 
performance, some of the gap is likely due to underlying differences in the types of companies 
women launch and operate. Just 6% of women-owned firms generate over $500,000 in revenue 
annually, compared to 14% of all firms.lii

But another root cause may be the funding challenges women entrepreneurs encounter. Women are 
more likely to bootstrap (self-fund) or use debt financing for an early-stage company, while men are 
more likely to seek and gain access to equity financing.liii Self-funding can place a greater burden on 
women than men, because the former may be coming from prior jobs where they were underpaid 
relative to their male peers and thus able to accumulate fewer resources. Less start-up capital 
translates to less money for a founder’s salary, but it also means women entrepreneurs have fewer 
resources to invest in the business, additional staff and growth opportunities. 

Men are considerably more likely to have success receiving equity financing, particularly venture 
capital. This could be due to many factors, including unconscious bias, stereotypes related to 
the success of female-led ventures— particularly in technology startups, or a lack of existing 
relationships with an investment community that continues to be male-dominated.liv Women have 
more success in securing angel investments, in part because the angel community includes more 
women investors than the venture capital community.lv A recent study by the New England Venture 
Capital Association found that more could be done to create an inclusive environment toward 
women entrepreneurs in Boston. 70% of local entrepreneurs say the Boston start up community is 
just sometimes or not at all inclusive of women.lvi

Feeding the Pipeline / EmPLOyING SUCCESSFUL SOLUTIONS

28 Us Census bureau, american Community survey, boston City, 2011. based on median 
   annual earnings of self-employed workers.
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Feeding the Pipeline / EmPLOyING SUCCESSFUL SOLUTIONS

diVErsify inVEstMEnt PartnErs  Firms with women investment partners are 70% more likely 
to lead an investment in a woman entrepreneur than those with only male partners. Research 
from 2009 showed that two-thirds of the fifty most active high-tech venture firms do not 
have any women among their investing partners.  

shoWCasE WoMEn suCCEss storiEs  Women-led startups, including those in high tech fields, 
may actually be more efficient users of capital than those run by men.   And one study showed 
that a venture-backed firms  with female executives were more likely to succeed, even after 
controlling for other predictors.  These and other successes could help change stereotypes 
about women-led ventures, which may help reduce bias among investors. 

refashion inCuBators and Co-working spaCes to support entrepreneurs with famiLies  
New incubator and co-working models are emerging which provide greater support for 
entrepreneurs with families. This may be particularly important to women entrepreneurs, 
who are more likely to start new ventures between the ages of 35 and 45. Men are more likely 
to launch a new venture between the age of 25 and 35.  In Boston, Space with a Soul added a 
lactation room for nursing mothers, while Plug and Play in Austin, TX provides on-site drop-
in daycare alongside a co-working space. 

rEMEdiEs for inVEstors
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Attracting, Retaining and Promoting
In addition to encouraging a robust pipeline of female talent, employers can implement specific interventions 
in the workplace that make it easier to attract, retain and promote top female talent.

Attracting, Retaining and Promoting / EmPLOyING SUCCESSFUL SOLUTIONS

Unbiased Hiring 
ChallEngE: fEMalE aPPliCants arE lEss liKEly to BE grantEd intErViEWs than CoMParaBlE MalE 

aPPliCants, PartiCularly in rolEs traditionally oCCuPiEd By MEn. New female hires may also be 
underpaid relative to men with the same qualifications.

     • Of twenty-four studies examining gender bias in traditionally male-associated jobs, twenty-
        three found gender bias toward female job applicants. In historically male-dominated positions, 
        including chief executives, and fields, such as mechanical engineer and police officer, women 
        with the same qualifications as men were viewed less positively, were less likely to be granted 
        interviews and were less likely to be recommended for hiring.lxi  
     • Women one year out of college make 93% of the earnings of male classmates with the same jobs, 
        experience and grades.lxiii 

root CausEs  Gender biases are immediately activated when an evaluator learns the gender of an 
applicant.lxiii And in some instances, women may need to outperform their male peers to be regarded 
as equals, which makes it harder for them to get a foot in the door.lxiv In addition, women applying 
for roles traditionally associated with men are unconsciously penalized for violating gender norms.lxv  
Mothers suffer from additional biases— in one controlled experiment employers were significantly 
less likely to interview mothers who applied for an advertised job than childless women.lxvi

In addition, because many employers use prior compensation as the starting point for salary 
discussions, women who were underpaid in a prior role will continue to be underpaid in a new 
position.lxvii

state street:  mitigating unconscious Bias  
in 2011, state street incorporated unconscious bias training as part of its global inclusion efforts. 
via an rfp process, the corporation sought partners that could provide focused, interactive management-level 
training. people development team, a uk-based global training organization, was selected.

with pdt, state street implemented a multi-faceted training approach. senior managers participate in web-
based and interactive workshops, which help them understand the science behind bias and learn techniques for 
personal bias reduction. 

additionally, members of the internal selection committees for executive promotions are required to participate 
in the training. this committee is charged with the review of nominees for promotion on an annual basis through 
a consistent, rigorous evaluation process that evaluates an entire slate of candidates at once.
management-level employees also have access to an interactive webinar, “great minds don’t think alike,” which 
introduces new ways of thinking about inclusion and unconscious biases. 
the program was designed to stimulate a more inclusive culture, while generating business results.  over 2500 
managers have participated thus far. 
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Create an initiaL appLiCant sCreening that is gender-BLind. With the increase in automated 
systems, employers could consider removing the applicant name during initial screening. 
Gender-blind evaluation can have a significant positive impact on the number of women 
hired.lxviii Even gender ambiguous names increase the likelihood that women applicants 
are considered solely on the basis of their qualifications.lxix Employers can also conduct a 
blind assessment post-hiring, by removing names from resumes and evaluating the same 
applicants. Comparing these ‘blind’ assessments to the actual assessments may reveal 
persistent bias. 

sEEK diVErsity in thE aPPliCant Pool and EValuatE CandidatEs as a Pool: Achieving at least 
25% women in an applicant pool may reduce the likelihood of unconscious gender bias and 
stereotyping.lxx Comparative evaluation, where a pool of candidates is jointly evaluated, has 
also been shown to erase the influence of stereotypes in the hiring process.lxxi  

Enlist diVErsE EValuators in thE hiring ProCEss: A hiring process that enlists the help of 
multiple, diverse evaluators can help overcome unconscious bias and mitigate the risk of 
taste preference. Men and women are both susceptible to bias and stereotyping, so a gender-
balanced or diverse committee is preferable to one which includes only one gender.   

hElP EValuators oVErCoME unConsCious gEndEr Bias: In addition to dedicated training on 
unconscious bias, sharing data that shows women perform as well as men, even in male-
dominated roles, can mitigate the risk of bias. Ensuring evaluators commit to and understand 
the value of specific credentials can also introduce additional objectivity to candidate 
evaluations. An inclusion selection strategy, where good candidates are included rather than 
poor candidates rejected, has also been shown to diminish bias.lxxiii   

EValuatE starting salariEs for nEW hirEs: Routine analysis of compensation packages 
received by incoming employees may also help employers identify whether women are 
compensated less than male hires at the same level. Persistent compensatory favoritism 
toward male candidates or bias against women could prompt a review of hiring practices and 
consideration of interventions related to Hiring or Wage Transparency.   

rEMEdiEs for EMPloyErs
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Salary Negotiations 
ChallEngEs: WoMEn arE signifiCantly lEss liKEly to nEgotiatE for starting salariEs, or ProaCtiVEly 

asK for a raisE or ProMotion.lxxiV Thus, they begin their careers at a lower starting point and progress 
more slowly up the pay scale.  

     • 7% of female master’s students negotiated for their starting salaries, compared to 57% of male 
        students. The starting salaries of the male students were nearly $4,000 higher than those of 
        the women.lxxv  

root CausEs  Women face a social penalty for negotiating that their male colleagues do not 
encounter. Women who initiate negotiations are more likely to be regarded as overly demanding or 
lacking in niceness, and evaluators are less inclined to work with them.lxxvi In addition to the social 
pressure women may feel, they also tend to report lower pay goals than men.lxxvii Together, these 
factors contribute to a tendency to negotiate less aggressively.

Attracting, Retaining and Promoting / EmPLOyING SUCCESSFUL SOLUTIONS

sPonsor nEgotiations training for high sChool studEnts, CollEgE WoMEn and fEMalE 

ProfEssionals: Organizations like the WAGE Project and the American Association of 
University Women provide salary negotiations workshops tailored to female students and 
working women. The workshops motivate women to ask and give them tools to mitigate the 
social penalty of negotiating. Participants were more confident in their ability to negotiate, 
and had a better grasp of how to determine their value and best approach the conversation.lxxviii 

Researchers estimate that a woman who routinely negotiates for her salary can earn $1 million 
more over the course of her career.lxxix

ConduCt rEgular CoMPEnsation EValuations for EMPloyEEs of all lEVEls: Beginning in 1982, 
the State of Minnesota began mandating regular evaluation of public sector salaries. The state 
created tools to help identify jobs that require similar levels of responsibility and knowledge, 
despite differences in actual tasks performed. Routine evaluation has successfully closed the 
gender wage gap, as it provided managers with the necessary information to identify and 
correct disparities.lxxx

rEMEdiEs for EMPloyErs and EduCators
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Wage Transparency
ChallEngEs: WoMEn tEnd to BE Paid lEss than MEn in industriEs and CoMPEnsation CatEgoriEs WhErE 

thErE is grEatEr Pay aMBiguity.  

     • In industries where there was high compensation “ambiguity”— meaning limited knowledge of 
        the negotiating range and appropriate standards of compensation— recent women MBAs 
        received salaries that were 10% lower than male classmates with the same skills and experience. 
        In industries where salary ranges and standards were clear, male and female MBAs earned 
        the same.lxxxi 
     • In less transparent categories of compensation, like incentive bonuses, men also receive more 
        money than female peers.lxxxii 

root CausEs  In salary and compensation discussions, information asymmetries generally provide 
employers with more leverage than current or prospective employees. But because women are 
reluctant to negotiate and have lower relative anchors, this imbalance disproportionately affects 
female candidates. Women’s baseline expectations are more likely to be based on salary ranges 
from other women or their own prior earnings, both of which only perpetuate lower compensation 
expectations and do little to provide real wage transparency.lxxxiii

Attracting, Retaining and Promoting / EmPLOyING SUCCESSFUL SOLUTIONS

PuBlish salary rangEs By lEVEl in aCCEssiBlE forMats  The wage gap is narrower in industries, 
such as the public sector, with greater wage transparency.lxxxiv City of Boston employees 
are able to access salary information online for every employee, and federal government 
employees can access salary ranges by level and geography.lxxxv Employers like Whole Foods 
go even further to improve transparency, providing detailed salary information in binders in 
every store.lxxxvi  

standardizE othEr CoMPEnsation, suCh as BonusEs, WhErE PossiBlE  The wage gap is narrower 
in categories of pay with less ambiguity – like base pay and merit raises – than discretionary 
compensation such as bonuses.lxxxvii Standardized, transparent ranges, and clear performance 
criteria benefit women by limiting arbitrariness or favoritism in pay decisions. Fair pay can be 
a motivator for employees, but compensation standards must be understood in order for pay to 
be considered fair.lxxxviii

rEMEdiEs for EMPloyErs
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Performance Evaluation
ChallEngE: inEQuitiEs Exist in EMPloyEE EValuations, WhiCh adVErsEly iMPaCt fEMalE EMPloyEEs.  

     • Male employees are more likely to be promoted based on potential while women are evaluated 
        on past performance.lxxxix

root CausEs  Evaluators may rely on mental shortcuts, also known as heuristics, when evaluating 
candidates for promotion. This increases the likelihood that evaluators are influenced by gender 
stereotypes and biases and use those stereotypes, rather than rational assessments of performance, 
in determining a candidate’s suitability for specific tasks or leadership roles.xc

Attracting, Retaining and Promoting / EmPLOyING SUCCESSFUL SOLUTIONS

ConduCt CoMParatiVE ProfEssional rEViEWs and ProMotion EValuations: Standardized 
promotion cycles that evaluate a pool of candidates for promotion can lessen gender bias 
by ensuring male and female candidates are evaluated fairly against the same criteria. 
A comparative review of a pool of employees mitigates the risk that evaluators rely on 
stereotypes and increases the likelihood that a given candidate is evaluated based on his or 
her performance. The best candidates – whether male or female – are more likely to advance.xci 

PuBlish and gain CoMMitMEnt for PErforManCE CritEria and thE assoCiation With Pay: 

Establishing clear criteria for workplace evaluations has been shown to reduce or eliminate 
biases in decision making. Established, accepted criteria reduce the likelihood that managers 
construct and rationalize their own criteria based on preexisting biases and stereotypes.xcii 
In addition, performance criteria should have a clear relationship to pay. Employees need 
to understand how their pay is determined, how to maximize it, and how it relates to their 
performance— if they are to feel fairly paid.xciii  

rEMEdiEs for EMPloyErs

harvard university: Comparative evaluation model  
in 2013, the harvard kennedy school introduced a comparative evaluation model for tenure-track hires.  

guided by professor iris Bohnet’s research on gender equality “nudges,” the university is employing the new 
joint evaluation model for all faculty hires at the harvard kennedy school. 

specifically, job candidates for faculty positions will be evaluated and compared to one another in a joint 
evaluation process. this process provides evaluators with more counter-stereotypical information about the 
job candidates, enabling evaluators to rely on the candidate’s credentials rather than their own unconscious or 
biased beliefs about the ideal candidate for the job.

all businesses and academic institutions can ultimately implement this joint evaluations process when 
evaluating candidates for hire or promotion.  overcoming bias will assist with closing the gender wage gap, 
as well as maximizing economic returns and increasing productivity by selecting the best candidate for the 
position.
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Workplace Flexibility
ChaLLenge: on average, women with young ChiLdren who are working fuLL-time earn Less than men 

and lEss than WoMEn thE saME agE Who do not haVE ChildrEn. This so-called “motherhood penalty” 
manifests in every developed nation, although to varying degrees.

     • Among comparable candidates, mothers were offered lower starting salaries, perceived as less 
        competent, and less likely to be recommended for hire than women who did not have children. 
        The effects for fathers were the opposite: fathers were actually recommended for significantly 
        higher pay and perceived as more committed to their jobs than non-fathers. Mothers were 
        perceived as less competent and less committed to their jobs.xciv

     • Even after controlling for differences in education and experience, mothers earn roughly
        10-15% less than working women who do not have children. Fathers earn 10-15% more than 
        working men without children.xcv

root CausEs  Some portion of the motherhood penalty is due to differences in human capital. 
Women are significantly more likely than men to work part-time and – if they take time off to have 
children – may have less work experience than their male peers.xcvi Periods of non-employment 
can lead to lower wages because of “skills depreciation,” loss of seniority and loss of mentors.xcvii 
However, the vast majority of working women do not experience a considerable gap in experience. 
Only 70% of working women take time off following childbirth, taking an average of just over ten 
weeks.xcviii And for the percentage of women who do work part-time, research suggests that it is the 
nature of available part-time work that contributes to lower wages for women, not the mere fact that 
they are working fewer hours. Part-time work tends to only be available in lower paying industries 
and jobs.xcix

Women continue to bear the majority of household and child-rearing responsibilities, and they 
are more likely to be the primary caregiver for an aging parent or ill family member.c Even in dual 
income households, mothers spend 75% more time on housework and 70% more time on child 
care each week than fathers.ci Massachusetts also has some of the most expensive child care in the 
country, which suggests women here face a more acute trade-off between working and caring for 
their children.ciii In countries with high child care costs, women were significantly more likely to 
work part-time than men.     

Accounting for the all the commonly assumed factors already noted, mother still experience bias. 
Women in both high and low status jobs are less likely than men to be granted a flexible schedule 
by a manager, regardless of whether the request is for professional development or child care.civ In 
addition, it is important to remember that wage gap studies account for differences in part-time 
vs. full-time work and aggregate work experience, and still find that mothers are paid less than 
their peers. 

Attracting, Retaining and Promoting / EmPLOyING SUCCESSFUL SOLUTIONS
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City of Boston: providing affordable and flexible Child Care services 
in 1989, Boston’s City hall was one of the first municipal buildings to provide an on-site child care program.

the City hall Child Care program originally grew from the idea that one of the largest challenges for working 
families was access to quality and affordable child care. thus, to alleviate this challenge for city employees, 
the women’s Commission initiated the City hall Child Care program. together with various departments, the 
program was developed and implemented in 1989.

this program is still thriving today and is operated by the Boston Centers for youth & family, with city 
employees paying monthly fees to have on-site child care for their children aged three months to seven years 
old. many city employees have participated in this program and have positively benefited from the flexibility of 
on-site care.

ultimately, providing on-site or subsidized child care can assist in narrowing the wage gap between working 
men and women. for mothers, providing flexible options and reducing the cost of child care can increase 
participation in the workforce, lower stress levels, and reduce work absences. thus, child care options for 
working families, such as the City hall Child Care program, can be a valuable intervention for employers that 
are working to achieve pay equity among their workforce.

Attracting, Retaining and Promoting / EmPLOyING SUCCESSFUL SOLUTIONS
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analyzE CausEs of attrition, PartiCularly aMong fEMalE WorKErs: Employers can easily 
determine the root cause of turnover, and take appropriate steps to remedy the primary 
problems and retain top talent. In 2009, 74% of mothers who left their jobs said they were 
doing so to look after their children,cv but some employers have found their female employees 
primarily leave for other jobs.cvi Knowing the underlying causes of female attrition allows an 
employer to implement an appropriate response.

offer on-site or suBsidized ChiLd Care: Onsite or subsidized care can increase women’s 
participation in the workforce, as well as lower employee stress levels and reduce work 
absences. A global OECD study found that nations with higher child care enrollment rates 
tended to have narrower wage gaps.cvii But in the US, the cost of care is a key factor, affecting 
the employment status of both low and middle wage workers.cviii A reduction in the price of 
care can increase workforce participation rates of married and single mothers, particularly 
among low income women. Mothers working part-time are most responsive to changes in 
child care costs.cix Employees who use employer-sponsored care report lower stress levels and 
less family-related absenteeism.cx 

offer ChiLd Care referraL and BaCk-up ChiLd Care serviCes: Back-up child care is associated 
with lower employee absenteeism and turnover and higher productivity. It may yield a 
significant return on investment for employers.cxi

offEr Paid faMily lEaVE: Paid family leave programs allow working men and women time off 
to care for a new child or seriously ill family member. Access to family leave is associated with 
reduced employee turnover, increased loyalty, and improved morale.cxii Mothers with access 
to paid leave are also more likely to return to work than those receiving only unpaid leave.cxiii 
Paid maternity leave has been shown to mitigate the motherhood wage penalty.cxiv

CrEatE and gEnEratE aWarEnEss around PrograMs that offEr sChEdulE Control: Flex 
programs enable employers to retain and nurture top talent. More than two-thirds of women 
who left their jobs for family reasons say they wouldn’t have left if their employers had offered 
flexible work options such as reduced-hour schedules, job sharing, part-time career tracks or 
short unpaid sabbaticals.cxv In addition, 70% of working mothers and nearly 50% of working 
fathers say a flexible work schedule is extremely important to them.cxvi Other research sheds 
light on the type of flexibility that employees value, including control over the number of 
hours worked, location of work (place-shifting), and when work occurs (time-shifting).cxvii 
State Street found that employees with job flexibility were more loyal and committed, and the 
hardest working.cxviii Awareness matters - even when employers do offer flex programs, too 
few employees are aware of all their options.cxix

rEMEdiEs for EMPloyErs
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train ManagErs to ManagE a flExiBlE WorKforCE: State Street introduced training and tools 
for managers overseeing flex employees. Managers determine which jobs were suited to flex 
and log formal flex requests. Training could also include education on the productivity and 
value of flex employees to mitigate the risk of a “flexibility stigma.”

rEoriEnt WorKPlaCE CulturE to EMPhasizE rEsults: Best Buy successfully implemented a 
Results Only Work Environment (ROWE) program, which reset corporate culture around 
outcomes rather than face-time. It significantly increased employee perception of their own 
scheduling flexibility, which reduced work/family conflict without diminishing productivity. 
The program was not marketed as a work/family initiative, mitigating the risk of stigma.cxx 
This case also reveals the importance of corporate leadership’s commitment to results: In 
spite of the well documented, positive results of the program over eight years, the new CEO 
eliminated ROWE in 2013.cxxi

remedies for empLoyers (Continued)

Attracting, Retaining and Promoting / EmPLOyING SUCCESSFUL SOLUTIONS
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Senior Representation
ChallEngE: WoMEn rEMain undErrEPrEsEntEd at sEnior lEVEls of PriVatE and PuBliC sECtor 

organizations, and WoMEn ExECutiVEs tEnd to rECEiVE loWEr CoMPEnsation than thEir MalE PEErs 

even after accounting for differences in experience and performance. The persistent dearth of 
women in executive level or senior positions also contributes to the overall wage gap by limiting the 
number of women in higher compensation categories. 

     • Nationally, women represent 4% of Fortune 500 CEOs, 14% of executive officer positions and 
        17% of board seats.cxxii

     • Just 8% of the best paid executives at S&P 500 companies are women. They earn, on average, 
        18% less than men in the same cohort.cxxiii

     • A study of 800 public companies showed that women executives earn roughly 70% of the 
        total compensation of their male peers. After controlling for variables that could contribute 
        to pay discrepancy, the authors showed that women still made roughly 16% less than their male 
        colleagues.cxxiv

Underrepresentation persists in spite of the fact that firms, particularly those with a strong 
innovation focus, perform better when they include women in top management29 positions than 
when they do not. Holding all else equal, a given S&P 1500 firm generates $40 million more 
economic value when it has at least one woman in top management than when it has none.cxxv

root CausEs  Part of the root cause may be self-perpetuating: too few women in leaderships roles 
contributes to the false belief that women are poor leaders, which in turn means fewer are hired to 
lead. Greater exposure to female leaders has been shown to weaken stereotypes, reduce bias and 
improve perceptions about women’s effectiveness as leaders.cxxvi

Women are also significantly less likely to receive the same level of sponsorship as their male 
colleagues.cxxvii Sponsors, unlike mentors, actively help others advance by connecting them to 
important assignments and networks.cxxviii Women are also less likely to get the ‘stretch’ assignments 
that provide the visibility and learning opportunities necessary to advance.cxxix

In addition, evidence suggests that all-male compensation committees may pay male and 
female executives less equitably than committees that include at least two women. A study of 
senior executive compensation at public companies revealed that women executives were better 
compensated when the compensation committee included women. There was a substantial gap in 
compensation when the committees included either no women or just one woman.cxxx

Attracting, Retaining and Promoting / EmPLOyING SUCCESSFUL SOLUTIONS

29 In the study referenced, “top management” refers to the six key members of a given 
   executive management team at S&P 1500 firms. 
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ProVidE struCtural suPPorts to MoVE WoMEn uP thE talEnt PiPElinE: Formal leadership 
development programs and relationships with senior mentors who are in a position to sponsor 
women have both been shown to help women advance.cxxxi

aCtiVEly rECruit WoMEn to ExECutiVE lEVEl and Board Positions: Local organizations, 
including MassGAP and The Boston Club, work with employers to increase the share of women 
leaders in the public sector or on corporate or nonprofit boards. And, as previously mentioned, 
expanding the percentage of women in an applicant pool for a particular position can increase 
the likelihood that a woman is hired.cxxxii

inCludE WoMEn on sEnior sEarCh CoMMittEEs: The presence of even one woman on a hiring 
committee can reduce bias against female candidates and increase the likelihood of hiring a 
woman to a senior position.cxxxiii

aChiEVE EQuitaBlE gEndEr rEPrEsEntation on CoMPEnsation CoMMittEEs:   When compensation 
committees include at least two women, the pay gap between male and female executives 
disappears.    Because compensation committees typically include four people, equal gender 
representation may contribute to greater equity in pay. 

rEMEdiEs for EMPloyErs
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ConCLUsIon
thE root CausEs of thE WagE gaP arE CoMPlEx and haVE rEPErCussions BEyond a PayChECK. Implicit bias, 
discrimination and entrenched stereotypes preclude women from being fairly treated and evaluated 
alongside male peers. Meanwhile, the shortage of high-achieving female role models and “stereotype 
threat” make women less inclined to pursue fields where they have historically been underrepresented— 
perpetuating a dearth of women leaders. And inflexible jobs coupled with child-rearing responsibilities and 
limited access to affordable, quality child care render lower-paying part-time work attractive, at best, or a 
necessary sacrifice for many working mothers. Collectively, these barriers make it more difficult for women 
to achieve their full potential and employers to reap the full rewards of the available talent pool.  

this rEPort is intEndEd to ProVidE institutions of highEr lEarning, inVEstors and EMPloyErs With tangiBlE 

stEPs that Can rEduCE Bias toWard WoMEn, rEWard talEnt and ClosE soME CritiCal gaPs in huMan CaPital. 

While it cannot serve as a roadmap for every Boston workplace, it is meant to spark fresh thinking, prompt 
introspection and be a catalyst for positive change. 

the findings outLined here are intended to direCtLy Benefit femaLe empLoyees, But many are aLso gender-

agnostiC. Pooled employee evaluations, salary transparency, and flex-time programs can benefit both 
female and male employees. Others, including programs to introduce girls to STEM professions and salary 
negotiations workshops, are specifically intended to empower and advance women. 

Boston has shoWn thE nation thE Many Ways in WhiCh EMPloyErs and goVErnMEnt Can WorK togEthEr 

to Bring aBout ChangE, uniting around common goals like environmental sustainability and youth 
employment. The enduring gap between the wages of working men and women can and should be the next 
challenge tackled together.    

CONCLUSION

this report, together with 100% talent: the Boston women’s Compact, lays the foundation for an unprecedented 
public/private partnership aimed at eradicating the root causes of the gender wage gap. 

mayor menino and the women’s workforce Council believe the solutions outlined here can serve as a shared 
agenda for employers, employees and government. 

together, these partners can remove the visible and invisible barriers to women’s advancement and help make 
Boston the premier city for working women in america. 
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Wage Ratio Over Time- Boston Residents / APPENDIx

in 2011, WorKing fEMalE rEsidEnts EarnEd 83% of thE Earnings of WorKing MalE rEsidEnts in 

Boston.30 This gap translates to an annual difference of almost $10,000 in median pay.

This 17% discrepancy between male and female earnings represents a wider wage gap than prior 
years. Over the last seven years, Boston’s resident wage gap has fluctuated from 7% to 17%, based on 
annual earnings data gathered and reported by the US Census Bureau.

While these numbers shed light on pay inequities borne by Boston residents, many of Boston’s 
employees are commuters not captured in resident tallies.  However, the data for all Boston workers– 
regardless of where they live in Massachusetts – looks similar.
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in 2011, WoMEn Who WorK in Boston EarnEd 85% of thE inCoME of MEn Who WorK in Boston.31 Female 
employees earned a median income of $52,000 compared to a median income of $61,500 for male 
employees.

With thE ExCEPtion of 2011, thE gEndEr WagE gaP has BEEn ConsistEntly WidEr for WoMEn Who WorK 

in Boston But liVE in thE rEgion than for WoMEn Who WorK and liVE in Boston. Commuters have 
tended to out-earn Boston residents of both genders, but have been less successful at achieving pay 
parity than working women who live in Boston.   

Some of the discrepancy can be attributed to differences in human capital. But even accounting for 
the 60% of the pay gap that tends to be attributable to factors other than the gender, the wage ratio 
for female workers in Boston can be estimated at 93% to 94%.32 While smaller, this gap translates to a 
lifetime earnings gap of more than $155,000 – the average penalty for being a working woman rather 
than a working man in Boston.33 And that total fails to account for missed compounded growth of 
savings, investments and retirement funds.

Wage Ratio and Median Full-Time Income for Boston Workers: 2005 to 2011

31 numbers noted apply to all Massachusetts residents who work in boston.
   source: american Community survey, 1-Year estimates, Median income of full-time workers. 
   public Use Microdata sample (pUMs), bRa Research Division analysis\
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Wage Ratio By Age
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youngEr WoMEn in thE rEgion ExPEriEnCE a narroWEr WagE gaP than oldEr WoMEn. Women under 
the age of 24 who work in Boston do not experience a gap between their median pay and that of men 
in the same age group. In fact, they appear to outearn men in their age group. However, after the age 
of 24, the wage gap widens. 

Boston’s Income Ratio by Age

31 numbers noted apply to all Massachusetts residents who work in boston.
   source: american Community survey, 1-Year estimates, Median income of full-time workers. 
   public Use Microdata sample (pUMs), bRa Research Division analysis\
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Wage Ratio By Education

Wage Ratio By Education / APPENDIx

thE Pay gaP By lEVEl of EduCation largEly Mirrors trEnds sEEn ElsEWhErE in thE Country. 

As working women in Boston achieve higher levels of education, the gap between their pay and that 
of men with the same education generally widens. A woman with a professional degree, such as an 
MBA, earns 70% of the income of a male with a professional degree. If that ratio remained constant, 
a woman with a professional degree stands to earn nearly $1.5 million less over a forty year career.34 
That total does not account for other compensation such as equity. 

Women with PhDs do appear to buck the trend, earning 96% of the income of male PhDs. Women 
with Associates degrees out-earn men with Associate’s degrees in Boston, which runs counter to 
national research showing women with Associates degrees tend to be segregated in lower earning fields. 

Boston’s Income Ratio by Education

34 based on 70% median wage ratio for full-time workers with a professional degree who 
    live in Ma and work in boston. In 2011, full-time working women with a professional degree 
    earned a median income of $85,000 and men earned $121,450.
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Wage Among Minorities

Wage For Foreign Born

Wage Ratio Among Minorities / APPENDIx

Minority WoMEn in Boston faCE a WidEr WagE gaP than WhitE WoMEn WhEn CoMParEd With WhitE MEn. 

The wage gap tends to narrow or close when their income is compared to that of men in the same 
racial or ethnic group.

Boston’s Income Ratio by Race and Ethnicity
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natiVE Born WoMEn faCE a narroWEr gaP BEtWEEn thEir Earnings and thosE of natiVE Born MEn than 

WoMEn Who arE forEign Born. The wage gap is narrower for foreign born women relative to men who 
are also foreign born.  

Boston’s Income Ratio for Native and Foreign Born
women’s median income relative to native Born men

women’s median income relative to men in the same Cohort

source: american Community survey 2011, public use microdata sample (pums), Bra research division analysis.  
income of full-time employed by nativity. includes Boston employees regardless of residence.
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thE WagE gaP VariEs signifiCantly By industry, but persists even in industries where women make up 
the majority of the workforce. 

Like all wage data represented here, these ratios do not account for some of the underlying 
explanations for the wage gap. In some industries men may have more experience and achieve higher 
levels of authority – thus earning higher income. 

Wage Ratio By Industry / APPENDIx

Wage Ratio By Industry

industry wage ratio % women in industry in Boston
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Boston’s Income Ratio and Female Representation by Occupation
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WoMEn WorKing in Boston tEnd to BE ClustErEd in loWEr Paying oCCuPations. Men outnumber 
women in seven of the ten highest paid occupations in Boston, whether measured by mean or 
median annual pay. In three of the top ten, men make up more than 75% of the employee base. 

Employees in women-dominated occupations earn an average of $62,500 annually, regardless of 
employee gender, while employees in male-dominated professions earn $70,500 a year on average.35  
 

Female Representation Among Highest Paid Professionals / APPENDIx

Female Representation Among Highest Paid Professions

source: american Community survey 2011, public use microdata sample (pums), Bra research division analysis, 
income by occupation & sex of full-time employed. includes Boston employees regardless of residence.

35 numbers noted apply to all Massachusetts residents who work in boston. source: aCs, 
   1-Year estimate. Median earnings for Full-time Year Round Civilian employed population 16 
   years and over. aCs includes twenty-two occupations. 

10 Highest Paid Occupations in Boston
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ResoURCes
Partners and Tools
gEndEr EQuality ProJECt  The Gender Equality 
Project works with major global employers to 
evaluate their employee gender mix, pay gap and 
employee perceptions of gender equality, and apply 
best practices to remedy inequities. 

gEndEr EQuality PrinCiPlEs  The San Francisco 
Commission on the Status of Women partnered 
with the Calvert Group to create tools for employers 
to assess themselves against seven gender 
equality principles, including employment and 
compensation.   

harVard iMPliCit Bias tEst   This free online tool 
enables individuals to test themselves for hidden 
racial or gender biases. 

harVard KEnnEdy sChool WoMEn and PuBliC 

PoliCy PrograM  The Program is a research, policy 
and training center affiliated with the Harvard 
Kennedy School of Government that seeks to 
close gender gaps in economic opportunity, 
political participation, health and education. 
It provides evidence-based insights on the role 
of gender in shaping economic, political and 
social opportunities, and identifies successful 
interventions and measures their impact on 
women, men, and society. 

PEoPlE dEVEloPMEnt tEaM  A global training 
organization that offers interactive classroom 
workshops and e-learning modules on unconscious 
bias for the public and private sectors. 

Partners and Tools / RESOURCES
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Data Sources and Standards
dEPartMEnt of laBor  Employers who are subject 
to the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 are required 
to maintain records on every employee’s age, 
gender, occupation, wage rate, hours worked, 
overtime, additions or deductions to wages and 
total wages paid each period. The FLSA applies to 
employers with at least two employees and annual 
sales or business of at least $500,000. This suggests 
that many employers have the data necessary to 
conduct internal wage equity analysis. 

EQual EMPloyMEnt oPPortunity CoMMission  
Private employers with 100 or more employees are 
required to file an EEO-1 Report annually with 
the EEOC, which provides full and part-time 
employment data across ten job groups, seven race/
ethnicity categories, and by gender. State and local 
governments file a comparable report – the EEO-
4 – every odd-numbered year, and must report 
salary ranges. While wage data is not currently 
included in the EEO-1 report, the associated Job 
Group categories provide pre-existing occupational 
categories. These may be helpful for internal wage 
analysis.

statE of MinnEsota  Minnesota requires public-
sector employers to conduct a pay equity study 
every few years and eliminate any pay disparities 
that are discovered. Employers use a job evaluation 
tool to identify jobs that require similar levels of 
responsibility and knowledge, despite differences 
in actual tasks performed. 
statE of nEW MExiCo  In 2009, the Governor of New 
Mexico issued an Executive Order requiring state 
contractors with ten or more employees to provide 
aggregate data on employee compensation, hours 
worked and gender by job category. The State uses 
the EEOC EEO-1 job categories, but combines the 
Executive/Senior Level Officials and Managers and 
First or Mid-level Officials and Managers categories 
into a more general “Officers and Managers” 
category.

Data Sources and Standards / RESOURCES

1. Executive/Senior Level Officials and 
    Managers
2. First or Mid-level Officials and Managers
3. Professionals
4. Technicians 
5. Sales Workers
6. Administrative Support Workers   
    (formerly Office and Clerical) 
7. Craft Workers
8. Operatives
9. Laborers and Helpers
10. Service Workers

1. Officials/Administrators
2. Professionals
3. Technicians
4. Protective services
5. Para-Professionals
6. Administrative Support
7. Skills Craft
8. Service/Maintenance 

eeo-1 JoB groups ee0-4 JoB groups
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